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CONTEXTUAL TRAFFIC OR TRANSIT ALERTS

BACKGROUND

[0001] Traffic is a constant problem in the modern world. Traffic can cause travel delays

resulting in missed appointments and late arrivals. Reminders of upcoming appointments and

events can be provided using various software applications, such as calendar applications.

However, these reminders are typically based on a fixed window of time that does not take

into account outside variables, such as traffic on the route to the event or appointment.

[0002] Although traffic information is readily available in various forms both online and in

conventional media, that information is only useful if a user remembers to access it. To

obtain useful information, users must also provide information about their intended route.

These steps are cumbersome and time consuming. Accordingly, there remains a need for

systems and processes for providing relevant and timely traffic information to a user.

SUMMARY

[0003] In one example, a method is provided for generating contextually-relevant traffic

alerts using a computer processor. The method includes receiving information indicative of

an expected travel route of a user and an expected departure time for the expected travel

route. For example, the expected travel route can include historical location information.

The method can also include storing the received information in a memory. The method also

includes defining a time interval before the expected departure time and, for at least one time

during the time interval, fetching traffic information associated with the expected travel route.

For example, the time interval can be approximately one hour. The method further includes

determining, using a processor coupled with the memory, whether a traffic delay exists on the

expected travel route for the at least one time during the time interval, and storing a result of

that determination in the memory.

[0004] In some examples, the method can also include repeating, at a plurality of times

during the time interval, the steps of fetching traffic information associated with the expected

travel route, determining whether a traffic delay exists on the expected travel route for the at

least one time during the time interval, and storing a result of that determination in the

memory. The method can further include outputting a traffic alert to a mobile device

associated with the user based on the result of that determination. In one example, the



method can include calculating an alternate travel route, where the traffic alert includes the

alternate travel route.

[0005] In a further example, another method is provided for generating contextually-relevant

alerts using a computer processor. The method includes receiving event information

associated with a user. For example, the event information can include an event location and

an event time. The method also includes receiving information indicative of a current

location of the user. The method can also include storing the received information in a

memory. The method further includes calculating, using a processor coupled with the

memory, an expected travel route from the current location to the event location. For

example, the expected travel route can include historical location information. In other

examples, a shortest route can be determined from the current location to the event location,

where the expected route is based upon that shortest route.

[0006] The method also includes defining a time interval before the event time and, at a first

time during the time interval, fetching traffic information associated with the expected travel

route. For example, the time interval can be approximately six hours. The method further

includes determining an estimated trip time for the expected travel route based at least in part

on the traffic information, calculating a difference between an amount of time remaining until

the event time and the estimated trip time, and storing a result of that calculation in the

memory.

[0007] In some examples, the method can include repeating, at a plurality of times during the

time interval, the steps of fetching traffic information associated with the expected travel

route, determining an estimated trip time for the expected travel route based at least in part on

the traffic information, calculating a difference between an amount of time remaining until

the event time and the estimated trip time, and storing a result of that calculation in the

memory.

[0008] The method can further include outputting an alert to a mobile device associated with

the user when the result of the calculated difference between an amount of time remaining

until the event time and the estimated trip time is less than a threshold value. For example,

the threshold value can be in the range of about zero minutes to about 15 minutes.

[0009] In another example, a system for generating contextually-relevant traffic alerts is

provided that includes a processor and a memory having instructions stored thereon for

execution by the processor. The instructions can include a route and departure time receiving

module that receives information indicative of an expected travel route of a user and an

expected departure time for the expected travel route, a traffic data collection module fetches



traffic information associated with the expected travel route for at least one time within a time

interval before the expected departure time, and a traffic data processing module that

processes the traffic information to determine whether a traffic delay exists on the expected

travel route for the at least one time during the time interval.

[0010] In some examples, the instructions can also include an output module that outputs a

traffic alert to a mobile device associated with the user based on whether a traffic delay exists

on the expected travel route for the at least one time during the time interval. The

instructions can also include a route calculation module that calculates an alternative travel

route, wherein the traffic alert includes the alternate travel route.

[0011] In a further example, another system for generating contextually-relevant alerts is

provided that includes a processor and a memory having instructions stored thereon for

execution by the processor. The instructions can include an event information receiving

module that receives information associated with a user, the event information including an

event location and an event time, a location receiving module that receives information

indicative of a current location of the user, a route calculation module that calculates an

expected travel route from the current location to the event location and a traffic data

collection module fetches traffic information associated with the expected travel route for a

first time during a time interval before the event time.

[0012] In one example, the instructions can also include a traffic data processing module that

processes the traffic information to determine an estimated trip time for the expected travel

route based at least in part on the traffic information and calculates a difference between an

amount of time remaining until the event time and the estimated trip time. For example, the

expected travel route can be based on at least one of historical location information and a

shortest route from the current location to the event location. The instructions can further

include an output module that outputs a traffic alert to a mobile device associated with the

user when the difference between an amount of time remaining until the event time and the

estimated trip time is less than a threshold value. For example, the threshold value can be in

the range of about zero minutes to about 15 minutes.

[0013] The details of one or more examples are set forth in the accompanying drawings and

the description below. Other features, objects, and advantages of the disclosure will be

apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of one example of a mobile network.

[0015] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of one example of a computer system.

[0016] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of one example of a traffic alert server.

[0017] FIG. 4 is a flowchart that schematically depicts example operations for generating

contextually-relevant traffic alerts.

[0018] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of one example of an event alert server.

[0019] FIG. 6 is a flowchart that schematically depicts example operations for generating

contextually-relevant alerts based on traffic information.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] Techniques are disclosed herein that generally involve providing a user with alerts

based on traffic information related to the user's expected travel route. In some examples, a

user can be alerted if a traffic delay exists on the user's expected travel route. In other

examples, a user can be alerted when their usual bus or train is delayed. In further examples,

a user can be alerted when traffic on an expected route to the user's next event location might

impact the user's ability to arrive at that location on time.

[0021] Certain examples will now be described to provide an overall understanding of the

principles of the structure, function, manufacture, and use of the described techniques. One

or more examples are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Those skilled in the art will

understand that the described techniques are non-limiting examples. The features illustrated

or described in connection with one example may be combined with the features of other

examples. Such modifications and variations are intended to be included within the scope of

the described techniques.

[0022] In situations discussed below in which systems and devices collect or make use of

personal information about the user (e.g., search histories, location, etc.) the user may be

provided with an opportunity to control whether programs or features of the systems and

devices can collect user information (e.g., information about a user's e-mail, a user's social

network, social actions or activities, profession, a user's preferences, user's Internet search

history, a user's current location, etc.), or to control whether and/or how to the systems and

devices may receive content that may be relevant to the user. In addition, certain data may be

treated in one or more ways before it is stored or used by the systems and devices, so that

personally identifiable information is removed. For example, a user's identity may be treated



so that no personally identifiable information can be determined about the user, or a user's

geographic location may be generalized where location information is obtained (such as to a

city, ZIP code, or state level), so that a particular location of a user cannot be determined.

Thus, the user may have control over how information is collected about the user and used by

the systems and devices described herein.

[0023] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a mobile network 100 in which one or more of the

described techniques can be implemented. The mobile network 100 includes a

communications network 110 and a mobile device 120. The mobile device 120 can connect

to the communications network 110 via various access points 130. Although one mobile

device 120 and one access point 130 are illustrated for brevity, the mobile network 100 can

include any number of mobile devices and access points.

[0024] The mobile device 120 can be or can include any computing device (also referred to

herein as simply a "device") that is configured to exchange data over the communications

network 110, such as a mobile phone, tablet computer, laptop computer, and so forth. The

mobile device 120 can also be or can include devices that are not necessarily "mobile," such

as desktop computers. The communications network 110 can include any of a variety of

networks or combinations of networks, such as GSM, TDMA, CDMA, IEEE 802.11,

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, or any other wired or wireless networks. The access points 130 can be

transceivers that provide a gateway between the mobile device 120 and the communications

network 110. For example, the access points 130 can be wireless routers or cellular network

towers. In some examples, the mobile device 120 can also receive Global Positioning System

(GPS) signals transmitted from GPS satellites 140.

[0025] In the illustrated example, the mobile network 100 also includes a server 150 that can

exchange data with the mobile device 120 via the communications network 110. The server

150 can be implemented on one or more computer systems (e.g., server computers, personal

computers, workstations, mini-computers, clustered computer systems, or embedded

computer systems). Some or all of the server 150 functionality can also be implemented on

the mobile device 120 itself.

[0026] FIG. 2 illustrates an architecture of a computer system 200 which can be used to

implement the mobile device 120 or the server 150 of FIG. 1. Although an computer system

200 is depicted and described herein, it will be appreciated that this is for sake of generality

and convenience. In other examples, the computer system may differ in architecture and

operation from that shown and described here.



[0027] The illustrated computer system 200 includes a processor 202 which controls the

operation of the computer system 200, for example by executing an operating system (OS),

device drivers, application programs, and so forth. The processor 202 can include any type of

microprocessor or central processing unit (CPU), including programmable general-purpose or

special-purpose microprocessors and/or any of a variety of proprietary or commercially-

available single or multi-processor systems. The computer system 200 also includes a

memory 204, which provides temporary or permanent storage for code to be executed by the

processor 202 or for data that is processed by the processor 202. The memory 204 can

include read-only memory (ROM), flash memory, one or more varieties of random access

memory (RAM), and/or a combination of memory technologies. The various elements of the

computer system 200 are coupled to a bus system 206. The illustrated bus system 206 is an

abstraction that represents any one or more separate physical busses, communication

lines/interfaces, and/or multi-drop or point-to-point connections, connected by appropriate

bridges, adapters, and/or controllers.

[0028] The computer system 200 also includes a network interface 208, an input/output (I/O)

interface 210, a storage device 212, and a display controller 214. The network interface 208

enables the computer system 200 to communicate with remote devices (e.g., other computer

systems) over a network. The I/O interface 210 facilitates communication between one or

more input devices, one or more output devices, and the various other components of the

computer system 200. The storage device 212 can include any conventional medium for

storing data in a non-volatile and/or non-transient manner. The storage device 212 can thus

hold data and/or instructions in a persistent state (i.e., the value is retained despite

interruption of power to the computer system 200). The storage device 212 can include one

or more hard disk drives, flash drives, USB drives, optical drives, various media disks or

cards, and/or any combination thereof and can be directly connected to the other components

of the computer system 200 or remotely connected thereto, such as over a network. The

display controller 214 includes a video processor and a video memory, and generates images

to be displayed on one or more displays in accordance with instructions received from the

processor 202.

[0029] The various functions performed by the server 150 or the mobile device 120 can be

logically described as being performed by one or more modules. It will be appreciated that

such modules can be implemented in hardware, software, or a combination thereof. It will

further be appreciated that, when implemented in software, modules can be part of a single

program or one or more separate programs, and can be implemented in a variety of contexts



(e.g., as part of an operating system, a device driver, a standalone application, and/or

combinations thereof). In addition, software embodying one or more modules can be stored

as an executable program on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage mediums.

Functions disclosed herein as being performed by a particular module can also be performed

by any other module or combination of modules, and the server 150 or the mobile device 120

can include fewer or more modules than what is shown and described herein.

[0030] In situations discussed below in which the different modules, systems, and devices

collect or make use of personal information about the user (e.g., search histories, location,

etc.) the user may be provided with an opportunity to control whether the modules, systems,

and devices can collect user information or to control whether and/or how to the modules,

systems, and devices may receive content that may be relevant to the user. In addition,

certain data may be treated in one or more ways before it is stored or used by the modules,

systems, and devices, so that personally identifiable information is removed. Thus, the user

may have control over how information (e.g., data) is collected about the user and used by the

modules, systems, and devices described herein.

[0031] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the modules of one example of the server 150. In

this example, the server can provide an alert if a traffic delay exists on a user's expected

travel route. In one example, as shown in FIG. 3, the server 150 can include a route and

departure time receiving module 300 configured to receive route and departure time data.

The route and departure time data can be indicative of an expected travel route of a user and

an expected departure time for that expected travel route. The expected travel route of the

user can be inferred from historical location data. For example, a user's location and travel

history can be inferred based on the location and travel history of the user's mobile device.

[0032] In some examples, location information can be stored at various time intervals to

provide a location history of the device and the user. For instance, an application executing at

a user's mobile device may determine and store the location of the user's mobile device to

create a location history. This location history could be stored in a cache or other memory on

the mobile device, or it could be transmitted to a server over a mobile network and stored in a

data store.

[0033] The location history of the mobile device can be analyzed over a period of time to

infer a particular recurring travel route between recurring locations. For example, the user's

home location can be inferred based on the most common location in the location history

over a period of time during the night. Likewise, the user's work location can be inferred

based on the most common location in the location history over a period of time during the



day. Similarly, the user's expected travel route between the user's home location and work

location can be inferred based on the most common travel route taken between those

locations.

[0034] The route data can also include information related to the mode of transportation for

the route. The route data can also be used to infer the user's mode of transportation. For

example, the route data can be used to infer whether the user takes public transportation or

whether they drive a car. The route data can also be used to infer which bus or train the user

normally takes. For example, the route data can be compared to stored travel routes for

public transportation. A match between the route data and a stored travel route for public

transportation can be used to infer which bus or train route the user commonly uses.

[0035] The server 150 can also include a traffic data collection module 302 which can be

configured to communicate with a database in which traffic information is stored. The

database can be stored on the mobile device 120, on the server 150, and/or in other locations,

such as a cloud-based repository. The traffic data collection module 302 can execute various

operations with respect to the traffic database, such as reading information from the database

or querying the database. For example, the traffic data collection module 302 can fetch

traffic information associated with the expected travel route. The traffic data can include

road traffic data or transit data regarding the status of public transportation.

[0036] The server 150 can also include a traffic data processing module 304. The traffic data

processing module 304 can receive traffic information from the traffic data collection module

302. The traffic data processing module 304 can then process the traffic information to

determine whether a traffic delay exists on the expected travel route received by the route and

departure time receiving module 300. In other examples, when it can be inferred the user will

travel by public transportation for example, the traffic data processing module 304 can

process transit information to determine whether the public transportation taken by the user,

e.g., bus, train, etc., is running late.

[0037] The server 150 can also include an output module 306 configured to output a traffic

alert if traffic or transit delays exist on the expected travel route. The traffic alert can be sent

as a data transmission via the mobile network 100 to the mobile device 120, which can in turn

be configured to display or otherwise present the list or other information to the user. The

presentation to the user can be in a standalone application, or in the mobile device's native

mapping software, e.g., upon actuating a button or other user interface element. In some

examples, the alert can be sent to other devices and applications associated with the user.

For example, the alert can be sent to a web-based calendar application or other calendar



application. The user can access the alert from a mobile device or other computing device,

such as a desktop computer or laptop computer.

[0038] Example operations for generating contextually-relevant traffic alerts are illustrated

schematically in the flowchart of FIG. 4 . While various operations disclosed herein may be

shown in relation to a flowchart or flowcharts, it should be noted that any ordering of steps

implied by such flowcharts or the description thereof is not to be construed as limiting the

operations to performing the steps in that order. Rather, the various steps of the operations

disclosed herein can be performed in any of a variety of sequences. In addition, as the

illustrated flowchart(s) are merely examples, various other operations that include additional

steps or include fewer steps than illustrated are also within the scope of the described

techniques.

[0039] The illustrated operations, which in some examples can be executed by the server

150, begins at step S400 where information indicative of a user's expected travel route is

received. The user's expected travel route can, in some examples, be based on historical

location data. For example, location data collected from the user's mobile device during

previous trips along the expected travel route can be used to determine the user's typical

travel route. For example, the expected travel route can be the user's daily commuting route.

In some instances, the expected travel route can include the bus or train route the user

normally takes.

[0040] Alternatively, an optimal route between the start and end points of the expected travel

route can be calculated, e.g., based on the shortest route between those locations. The route

can be calculated using various services that calculate directions between locations. For

example, the expected travel route can be calculated by an online service such as an online

directions engine.

[0041] The operations continue at step S404 where information indicative of an expected

departure time for the expected travel route is received. The expected departure time can, in

some examples, be inferred from historical data. For example, historical location data can be

used to infer an expected departure time for a recurring trip. For example, location data can

be analyzed to determine when a user usually leaves their home to begin their commute.

Other types of data, both historical and real-time, can also be used to infer an expected

departure time. For example, events detected by the user's mobile device, such as when the

device is unplugged or otherwise removed from a charging device in the morning, can be

used to infer that the user is about to begin their commute.



[0042] In step S406, a time interval before the expected departure time is defined. The time

interval can cover any amount of time. For example, the time interval can be chosen so as to

allow traffic information to be gathered and analyzed for a reasonable amount of time before

the expected departure time. In an example, the time interval can be about one hour.

[0043] Execution continues at step S408 where, during the time interval defined in step S406,

the traffic data collection module 302 of the server 150 can communicate with a database in

which traffic information is stored and fetch traffic information associated with the expected

travel route. The traffic information can include data on the speed of traffic on one or more

road segments associated with the travel route. The traffic information can also include data

on public transportation delays, e.g., bus or train delays. The public transportation delay data

can include data from the public transportation authority showing that an expected bus or

train is delayed by an amount of time (e.g., Bus #12 is running 20 minutes late). The traffic

information can be obtained from the traffic information database any number of times during

the time interval before the expected departure time. For example, the traffic information can

be obtained only once, or a plurality of times.

[0044] The operations continue at step S410 where the traffic data processing module 304

determines whether a traffic delay exists on the travel route and stores that result in a

memory. The traffic delay can include a delay for the public transportation normally taken by

the user. Steps S408 and S410 can be repeated at a plurality of times during the time interval.

For example, traffic information can be fetched and processed at a plurality of times during

the time interval as the expected departure time approaches.

[0045] The determination of whether a traffic delay exists can be qualitative or quantitative

and can be made based on any number of factors. For example, the traffic information can

include data on the speed of traffic on one or more road segments associated with the travel

route. The traffic information can also include data on the speed of public transportation on

the travel route. Using speed data, a calculation of an estimated amount of travel time along

the expected travel route can be made. If, for example, the estimated amount of travel time

exceeds an expected amount of travel time along the route by a threshold amount, then the

traffic data processing module can make a determination that a traffic delay exists on the

expected route. The threshold amount can be expressed as a percentage. For example, if the

estimated amount of travel time based on traffic information exceeds the expected amount of

travel time by about 20%, then a determination can be made that a traffic delay exists on the

expected route. The expected amount of travel time can, for example, be an average of

historical travel times along the expected travel route. This can, for example, tell the user



whether a particular commute will be longer (or shorter) than usual. Alternatively, navigation

software can calculate an expected time with no delays, and delays from this expected time

can be measured. It will be appreciated that other techniques can be used to make a

determination of whether a traffic delay exists on the expected travel route.

[0046] In some examples, the operations can include can include calculating an alternate

travel route. The alternate travel route can be calculated using various services, programs, or

applications that calculate directions between locations. The an alternate travel route can also

be calculated in view of the traffic information received from the traffic data collection

module 302.

[0047] When a determination is made that a traffic delay exists on the expected travel route

the output module, an alert can be output by the output module 306 for presentation to user,

e.g., as illustrated in step S412. In particular, an alert can be transmitted to the user's mobile

device 120 for presentation to the user. The output module can output the alert in any of

various forms, e.g., as a text message, email, or other notification sent to the user's mobile

device. The alert can include a suggestion of an alternate travel route. An example

notification might say "traffic on your usual commute appears heavier than normal." Another

example notification might say "traffic is heavier than usual on your usual commute, would

you like an alternate route?" A further example notification for a user who uses public

transportation might say "your usual bus, Bus #12, is running 20 minutes late."

[0048] In some examples, the alert can be sent to other devices and applications associated

with the user. For example, the alert can be sent to a web-based calendar application or other

calendar application. The user can access the alert from a mobile device or other computing

device, such as a desktop computer or laptop computer.

[0049] In an example, the alert can be provided at substantially the same time as the

determination is made. In other examples, it may be preferable to hold the alert until a time

just before expected departure time. Accordingly, using the illustrated operations, a user can

be provided with alerts based on traffic information related to the user's expected travel route.

[0050] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of the modules of another example of the server 150.

In this example, the server can provide an alert when traffic on an expected route to the user's

next event location might impact the user's ability to arrive at that location on time.

[0051] In one example, as shown in FIG. 5, the server 150 can include an event information

receiving module 500 configured to receive event information. The event information can

include an event location and an event time. The event location and event time can be

inferred from information provided by the user, e.g., from a calendar application, as discussed



in more detail below. In situations described herein, in which modules, such as event

information receiving module 500, collect or make use of personal information about the

user, the user may be provided with an opportunity to control whether the programs or

features of the modules can collect user information or to control whether and/or how the

modules may receive content that may be relevant to the user. In addition, certain data may

be treated in one or more ways before it is stored or used by the receiving modules so that

personally identifiable information is removed.

[0052] As shown in FIG. 5, the server 150 can include a location receiving module 502

configured to receive location data. The location data can be indicative of the current

location of the user.

[0053] In some instances, the current location of a user can be inferred from the current

location of a mobile device or other object in the user's possession. In the example shown in

FIG. 1, the mobile device 120 can be configured to periodically communicate its current

location to the location receiving module 502 using the mobile network 100. This can occur

several times per minute, once per minute, once per hour, or at any other regular or sporadic

time interval. The mobile device 120 can determine or estimate its current location using any

of a variety of known techniques, such as by processing GPS signals, by detecting proximity

to cell towers, Wi-Fi hot spots, or other mobile access points 130 of known location, or by

triangulating between the mobile device 120 and a plurality of such access points 130. In

some examples, a computer program executing at module device 120 may obtain a user's

current location or provide the best estimate of a user's location using a number of onboard or

server-based sources (called location providers).

[0054] The location receiving module 502 can also receive the user's current location from

other sources, such as when a user "checks in" at a location using any of a number of social

applications that provide for such check-ins, when the user indicates their current position by

dropping a pin at a particular location or making an equivalent selection using mapping

software, or when the user responds to a prompt for their current position.

[0055] It will be appreciated that the location data received by the location receiving module

402 need not necessarily be indicative of the user's current location. Rather, the user can also

provide some other location, such as a location that the user plans to visit in the future, in

order to obtain alerts relevant to that location.

[0056] The location data received by the location receiving module 502 can be arranged in a

format that includes a longitude, a latitude, and an accuracy radius. The accuracy radius can

represent an estimate of the accuracy of the current location data. The accuracy radius can



range from meters to kilometers depending on the source of the location data. For example,

location data derived from GPS signals can have an accuracy radius of several meters while

location data derived from triangulation of cell towers can have an accuracy radius of several

kilometers. The location receiving module 502 can also receive raw proximity or other data

from the mobile device 120 and can perform any necessary triangulation or location

calculations on the server side.

[0057] The server 150 can also include a route calculation module 504 which can be

configured to calculate an expected travel route from the current location to the event

location. In some examples, the expected travel route can be based on historical location

information for the user on a route between the current location and the event location, as

discussed in more detail below. In other examples, the expected travel route can be based on

a shortest route from the current location to the event location, e.g., as calculated by an online

directions service or engine.

[0058] The server 150 can also include a traffic data collection module 506 which can be

configured to communicate with a database in which traffic information is stored. The

database can be stored on the mobile device 120, on the server 150, and/or in other locations,

such as a cloud-based repository. The traffic data collection module 406 can execute various

operations with respect to the traffic database, such as reading information from the database

or querying the database. For example, the traffic data collection module 506 can fetch

traffic information associated with the expected travel route.

[0059] The server 150 can also include a traffic data processing module 508. The traffic data

processing module 508 can receive traffic information from the traffic data collection module

506. The traffic data processing module 508 can then process the traffic information to

determine estimated trip time for the expected travel route provided by the route calculation

module 504. The traffic data processing module 508 can also calculate a difference between

an amount of time remaining until the event time received by the event information receiving

module and the estimated trip time.

[0060] The server 150 can also include an output module 510 configured to output a traffic

alert when the difference between an amount of time remaining until the event time and the

estimated trip time is less than a threshold value, as discussed in more detail below. The

traffic alert can be sent as a data transmission via the mobile network 100 to the mobile

device 120, which can in turn be configured to display or otherwise present the list or other

information to the user. The presentation to the user can be in a standalone application, or in

the mobile device's native mapping software, e.g., upon actuating a button or other user



interface element. In some examples, the alert can be sent to other devices and applications

associated with the user. For example, the alert can be sent to a web-based calendar

application or other calendar application. The user can access the alert from a mobile device

or other computing device, such as a desktop computer or laptop computer.

[0061] Operations for generating contextually-relevant alerts based on traffic information are

illustrated schematically in the flowchart of FIG. 6 . The illustrated operations, which in some

examples can be executed by the server 150, begin at step S600 where event information

associated with a user is received. The event information can include an event location and

an event time. The event location and event time can be inferred from information provided

by the user.

[0062] The event information receiving module 500 can receive data from a calendar

application. The calendar application can execute on a server or on the user's mobile device.

The data associated with the calendar application can include time, date, and location

information for events, e.g., appointments, in the user's calendar. If explicit location

information is not available for an event, the location can be inferred from the context of the

appointment.

[0063] The operations continue at step S602 where information indicative of the current

location of the user is received by the location receiving module 502. As discussed above, in

some instances, the current location of a user can be inferred from the current location of a

mobile device or other object in the user's possession. For example, the mobile device can be

configured to periodically communicate its current location to the location receiving module

using the mobile network. This can occur several times per minute, once per minute, once

per hour, or at any other regular or sporadic time interval. The mobile device 120 can

determine or estimate its current location using any of a variety of known techniques, such as

by processing GPS signals, by detecting proximity to cell towers, Wi-Fi hot spots, or other

mobile access points 130 of known location, or by triangulating between the mobile device

120 and a plurality of such access points 130. The location receiving module 502 can also

receive the user's current location from other sources, such as when a user "checks in" at a

location using any of a number of social applications that provide for such check-ins, when

the user indicates their current position by dropping a pin at a particular location or making

an equivalent selection using mapping software, or when the user responds to a prompt for

their current position.

[0064] The location data received by the location receiving module 502 can be arranged in a

format that includes a longitude, a latitude, and an accuracy radius. The accuracy radius can



represent an estimate of the accuracy of the current location data. The accuracy radius can

range from meters to kilometers depending on the source of the location data. For example,

location data derived from GPS signals can have an accuracy radius of several meters while

location data derived from triangulation of cell towers can have an accuracy radius of several

kilometers. The location receiving module 502 can also receive raw proximity or other data

from the mobile device 120 and can perform any necessary triangulation or location

calculations on the server side. An expected departure time for the expected travel route is

received. The expected departure time can, in some examples, be inferred from historical

data. For example, historical location data can be used to infer an expected departure time for

a recurring trip. For example, location data can be analyzed to determine when a user usually

leaves their home to begin their commute to work. Other types of data, both historical and

real-time, can also be used to infer an expected departure time. For example, events detected

by the user's mobile device, such as when the device is unplugged or otherwise removed

from a charging device in the morning, can be used to infer that the user is about to begin

their commute to work.

[0065] The operations continue at step S604 in which an expected travel route from the

current location to the event location is calculated by the route calculation module 504. The

expected travel route can be based on historical location information collected by the server.

For example, if the user has previously travelled between the current location and the event

location, location data collected from the user's mobile device during those previous trips can

be used to determine the user's typical travel route. Alternatively, the route calculation

module can determine an optimal route between the current location and the event location,

e.g., based on the shortest route between those locations. The optimal route can also be based

on the fastest route between the current location and the event location in view of available

traffic information. The route can be calculated using various services that calculate

directions between locations. For example, the expected travel route can be calculated by a

directions engine.

[0066] Execution continues at step S606 in which a time interval before the event time is

defined. The time interval can cover any amount of time. For example, the time interval can

be chosen so as to allow traffic information to be gathered and analyzed. The time interval

can also be chosen so the alert, which is discussed in more detail below, can be output to the

user when it is time to leave the current location in order to reach the event location before

the event time. In an example, the time interval can be about six hours.



[0067] The operations continue at step S608 where, during the time interval defined in step

S606, the traffic data collection module 506 of the server 150 can communicate with a

database in which traffic information is stored and fetch traffic information associated with

the expected travel route. The traffic information can include data on the speed of traffic on

one or more road segments associated with the travel route. The traffic information can be

obtained from the traffic information database any number of times during the time interval

before the expected departure time. For example, the traffic information can be obtained only

once, or a plurality of times.

[0068] The operations continue at step S610 where the traffic data processing module 508

determines an estimated trip time for the expected travel route based at least in part on the

traffic information. For example, the route calculated by the route calculation module 508

can include an estimated time for travel between the beginning and end points of the route,

e.g. between the current location and the event location. Traffic information can be used to

augment the estimated time for travel to provide an more accurate estimate of the estimated

trip time. For example, the traffic information can include data on the speed of traffic on one

or more road segments associated with the travel route, which can be used to calculated the

estimated trip time for the expected travel route.

[0069] At step S612, the traffic data processing module can calculate a difference between an

amount of time remaining until the event time and the estimated trip time. The difference

represents the amount of time remaining until the user must leave the current location to

arrive at the event location on time, i.e., before the event time. For example, if the estimated

trip time is 30 minutes and the amount of time remaining until the event time is 50 minutes,

then the calculated difference will be 20 minutes. In such an example, there would be 20

minutes remaining until the user must leave the current location to arrive at the event location

on time, i.e., before the event time. Steps S608, S610, and S612 can be repeated at a plurality

of times during the time interval. Each time the steps are repeated, traffic information can be

received, an estimated trip time can be determined, and a difference between the amount of

time remaining until the event time and the estimated trip time can be calculated.

[0070] The operations continue at decision block D614, where it is determined whether the

result of the difference calculated at step S612 is less than a threshold value. If the difference

calculated at step S612 is not less than the threshold value ("NO" in decision block D614),

execution returns to step S608 and the process repeats. When the difference calculated at

step S612 is less than the threshold value ("YES" in decision block D614), execution

proceeds to step S616. The threshold value represents a reminder window within which to



provide the user a reminder when it is time to leave. For example, the threshold value can be

in the range of about zero minutes to about 15 minutes.

[0071] At step S616, an alert can be output by the output module 510 for presentation to the

user. In particular, an alert can be transmitted to the user's mobile device 120 for presentation

to the user. The output module can output the alert in any of various forms, e.g., as a text

message, email, reminder, or other notification sent to the user's mobile device. For example,

the output module can output an alert that surfaces a reminder for the event, e.g., the calendar

entry. The reminder can be modified from the usual event reminder to include a notification

that the user must leave their current location in order to arrive at the event location on time.

An notification might say "there is traffic on the route to your meeting, you should leave now

to arrive on time." It will be appreciated that the threshold value used in decision block D614

can be used to provide the user with some warning of the time when they should leave. Such

an notification might say, "there is traffic on the route to your meeting, you should leave in 15

minutes to arrive on time."

[0072] In some examples, the alert can be sent to other devices and applications associated

with the user. For example, the alert can be sent to a web-based calendar application or other

calendar application. The user can access the alert from a mobile device or other computing

device, such as a desktop computer or laptop computer. Accordingly, using the illustrated

operations, a user can be provided with alerts when traffic on an expected route to the user's

next event location might impact the user's ability to arrive at that location on time.

Although the techniques have been described by reference to specific examples, it should be

understood that numerous changes may be made within the spirit and scope of the concepts

described. Accordingly, it is intended that the techniques not be limited to the described

examples, but that the techniques have the full scope defined by the language of the following

claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for generating contextually-relevant traffic alerts using a computer

processor, the method comprising:

(a) receiving information indicative of an expected travel route of a user and storing

the information in a memory;

(b) receiving information indicative of an expected departure time for the expected

travel route and storing the information in a memory;

(c) defining a time interval before the expected departure time;

(d) for at least one time during the time interval, fetching traffic information

associated with the expected travel route;

(e) using a processor coupled with the memory, determining whether a traffic delay

exists on the expected travel route for the at least one time during the time interval; and

(f) storing a result of said determining in the memory.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising repeating steps (d), (e), and (f at a

plurality of times during the time interval.

3 . The method of claim 1, further comprising outputting a traffic alert to a mobile device

associated with the user based on the result of said determining.

4 . The method of claim 3, further comprising calculating an alternate travel route,

wherein the traffic alert includes the alternate travel route.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the expected travel route comprises historical

location information.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein the length of the time interval is approximately one

hour.



7 . A method for generating contextually-relevant alerts using a computer processor, the

method comprising:

(a) receiving event information associated with a user and storing the information in a

memory, the event information including an event location and an event time;

(b) receiving information indicative of a current location of the user and storing the

information in a memory;

(c) using a processor coupled with the memory, calculating an expected travel route

from the current location to the event location;

(d) defining a time interval before the event time;

(e) at a first time during the time interval, fetching traffic information associated with

the expected travel route;

(f) determining an estimated trip time for the expected travel route based at least in

part on the traffic information;

(g) calculating a difference between an amount of time remaining until the event time

and the estimated trip time;

(h) storing a result of said calculating in the memory.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising repeating steps (e) - (h) at a plurality of

times during the time interval.

9 . The method of claim 7, further comprising outputting an alert to a mobile device

associated with the user when the result of the calculation of step (g) is less than a threshold

value.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the threshold value is in the range of about zero

minutes to about 15 minutes.

11. The method of claim 7, wherein the expected travel route comprises historical

location information.

12. The method of claim 7, further comprising determining a shortest route from the

current location to the event location, wherein the expected travel route is based upon the

shortest route.



13. The method of claim 7, wherein the length of the time interval is approximately six

hours.

14. A system for generating contextually-relevant traffic alerts, comprising:

a processor and a memory having instructions stored thereon for execution by the

processor, the instructions including:

a route and departure time receiving module that receives information indicative of an

expected travel route of a user and an expected departure time for the expected travel route;

a traffic data collection module fetches traffic information associated with the

expected travel route for at least one time within a time interval before the expected departure

time;

a traffic data processing module that processes the traffic information to determine

whether a traffic delay exists on the expected travel route for the at least one time during the

time interval.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the instructions further comprise an output module

that outputs a traffic alert to a mobile device associated with the user based on whether a

traffic delay exists on the expected travel route for the at least one time during the time

interval.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the instructions further comprise a route calculation

module that calculates an alternative travel route, wherein the traffic alert includes the

alternate travel route.



17. A system for generating contextually-relevant alerts, comprising:

a processor and a memory having instructions stored thereon for execution by the

processor, the instructions including:

an event information receiving module that receives information associated with a

user, the event information including an event location and an event time;

a location receiving module that receives information indicative of a current location

of the user;

a route calculation module that calculates an expected travel route from the current

location to the event location;

a traffic data collection module fetches traffic information associated with the expected travel

route for a first time during a time interval before the event time;

a traffic data processing module that (i) processes the traffic information to determine

an estimated trip time for the expected travel route based at least in part on the traffic

information and (i) calculates a difference between an amount of time remaining until the

event time and the estimated trip time.

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the expected travel route is based on at least one of

historical location information and a shortest route from the current location to the event

location.

19. The system of claim 17, wherein the instructions further comprise an output module

that outputs a traffic alert to a mobile device associated with the user when the difference

between an amount of time remaining until the event time and the estimated trip time is less

than a threshold value.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the threshold value is in the range of about zero

minutes to about 15 minutes.
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